**Florida Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline Siting Applicability Flow Chart**

**Disclaimer:** This flow chart is provided for general guidance. Applicability decisions are made by applying the specific details of a given project to Florida Statutes.

---

**Is the Natural Gas Pipeline (NGP)* existing, under construction or authorized for construction on or before October 1, 1992?**

- **Yes**
  - Does the NGP cross state lines?
    - **Yes**
      - Natural Gas Act 15 USC s. 717
      - Exception
    - **No**
      - Is the line located within one county?
        - **Yes**
          - Is the NGP approved under the PPSA?
            - **Yes**
              - Is the NGP approved under the PPSA?
                - **Yes**
                  - The owner may request certification under the NGPSA
                    - 403.9405.(2)(b)
                    - 403.9405.(2)(c)
                    - Exception
                - **No**
                  - The line is subject to the NGPSA
                    - Exception
            - **No**
              - Is the NGP approved under the PPSA?
                - **Yes**
                  - The owner may request certification under the NGPSA
                    - 403.9405.(2)(a)
                    - 403.9405.(2)(b)
                    - 403.9405.(2)(c)
                - **No**
                  - The line is subject to the NGPSA
                    - Exception
        - **No**
          - Is the line located within one county?
            - **Yes**
              - Is the NGP approved under the PPSA?
                - **Yes**
                  - The owner may request certification under the NGPSA
                    - 403.9405.(2)(b)
                    - 403.9405.(2)(c)
                    - Exception
                - **No**
                  - The line is subject to the NGPSA
                    - Exception
            - **No**
              - Is the NGP approved under the PPSA?
                - **Yes**
                  - The owner may request certification under the NGPSA
                    - 403.9405.(2)(a)
                    - 403.9405.(2)(b)
                    - 403.9405.(2)(c)
                - **No**
                  - The line is subject to the NGPSA
                    - Exception
        - **No**
          - Is the NGP approved under the PPSA?
            - **Yes**
              - The owner may request certification under the NGPSA
                - 403.9405.(2)(a)
                - 403.9405.(2)(b)
                - 403.9405.(2)(c)
            - **No**
              - The line is subject to the NGPSA
                - Exception
      - Exception
    - **No**
      - Is the line less than 15 miles?
        - **Yes**
          - Exception
        - **No**
          - Is the line less than 15 miles?
            - **Yes**
              - Exception
            - **No**
              - Exception
      - Exception
- **No**
  - Line is not subject to the NGPSA

---

* Natural gas transmission pipeline or pipeline mean, as defined in 403.9403(16), the transmission pipeline and any related equipment, facility, or building used in the transportation of natural gas or its treatment or storage during the course of transportation. The term does not include a gathering line, but the term includes a transmission pipeline that transports gas from a gathering line or a storage facility to a distribution center or a storage facility or that operates at a hoop stress of 20 percent or more of specified minimum yield strength, as defined by federal law, or that transports gas within a storage field.